Procedures from Underground (1970)
Dream: Bluejay or Archeopteryx
kneeling on rock
by lakeside, sun
in the sky and also in
the water, that other
self of mine also
kneeling on rock
on the seared bushes the hard
berries squeezed out from
stem ends in spite of
the red needles crackling
on the ground, the sand, among
the root, firedry
my four hands gathering
in either world, the berries
in the dish glowed blue
embers
a bird
lit on both branches
his beak split / his tin
scream forked in the air
warning. above me
against the sun I saw
his lizard eye
looked
down. gone
in the water
under my shadow
there was an outline, man
surfacing, his body sheathed
in feathers, his teeth
glinting like nails, fierce god
head crested with blue flame
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Procedures from underground
(Northwest Coast)
The country beneath
the earth has a green sun
and the rivers flow backwards;
the trees and rocks are the same
as they are here, but shifted.
Those who live there are always hungry;
from them you can learn
wisdom and great power,
if you can descend and return safely.
You must look for tunnels, animal
burrows or the the cave in the sea
guarded by the stone man;
when you are down you will find
those who were once your friends
but they will be changed and dangerous.
Resist them, be careful
never to eat their food.
Afterwards, if you live, you will be able
to see them when they prowl as winds,
as thin sounds in our village. You will
tell us their names, what they want, who
has made them angry by forgetting them.
For this gift, as for all gifts, you must
suffer: those from the underland
will be always with you, whispering their
complaints, beckoning you
back down; while among us here
you will walk wrapped in an invisible
cloak. Few will seek your help
with love, none without fear.
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A Soul, Geologically
The longer we stay here the harder
it is for me to see you.
Your outline, skin
that marks you off
melts in this light
and from behind your face
the unknown areas appear:
hills yellow-pelted, dried earth
bubbles, or thrust up
steeply as knees
the sky a flat blue desert,
these spaces you fill
with their own emptiness.
Your shape wavers, glares
like heat above the road,
then you merge and extend:
you have gone,
in front of me there is a stone ridge.
Which of these forms
have you taken:
hill, tree clawed
to the rock, fallen rocks worn
and rounded by the wind
You are the wind
you contain me
I walk in the white silences
of your mind, remembering
the way it is millions of years before
on the wide floor of the sea
while my eyes lift like continents
to the sun and erode slowly.
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Fishing for Eel Totems
I stood for the reed bank
ear tuned to the line, listening
to the signals from the ones who lived
under the blue barrier,
thinking they had no words for things
in the air.
The string jumped,
I hooked a martian / it poured
fluid silver out of the river
its long body whipped on the grass, reciting
all letters of its alphabet.
Killed, it was a
grey tongue hanged silent in the smokehouse
which we later ate.
After that I could see
for a time in the green country;
I learned that the earliest language
was not our syntax of chained pebbles
but liquid, made
by the first tribes, the fish
people.
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The Journals of Susanna Moodie (1970)
The Wereman
My husband walks in the frosted field
an X, a concept
defined against the blank;
he swerves, enters the forest
and is blotted out.
Unheld by my sight
what does he change into
what other shape
blends with the undergrowth, wavers across the pools
is camouflaged from the listening
swamp animals
At noon he will
return; or it may be
only my idea of him
I will find returning
with him hiding behind it.
He may change me also
with the fox eye, the owl
eye, the eightfold
eye of the spider
I can’t think
what he will see
when he opens the door
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Paths and Thingscape
Those who went ahead
of us in the forest
bent the early trees
so that they grew to signals:
the trail was not
among the trees but
the trees
and there are some who have dreams
of birds flying in the shapes
of letters; the sky’s
codes;
and dream also
the significance of numbers (count
petals of certain flowers)
In the morning I advance
through the doorway: the sun
on the bark, the intertwisted branches, here
a blue movement in the leaves, dispersed
calls / no trails; rocks
and grey tufts of moss
The petals of the fireweed fall where they fall
I am watched like an invader
who knows hostility but
not where
The day shrinks back from me
When will be
that union and each
thing (bits
of surface broken by my foot
step) will without moving move
around me
into its place
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The Double Voice
Two voices
took turns using my eyes:
One had manners,
painted in watercolours,
used hushed tones when speaking
of mountains or Niagara Falls,
composed uplifting verse
and expended sentiment upon the poor.
The other voice
had other knowledge:
that men sweat
always and drink often,
that pigs are pigs
but must be eaten
anyway, that unborn babies
fester like wounds in the body,
that there is nothing to be done
about mosquitoes;
One saw through my
bleared and gradually
bleaching eyes, red leaves,
the rituals of seasons and rivers
the other found a dead dog
jubilant with maggots
half-buried among the sweet peas.
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Thoughts from underground
When I first reached this country
I hated it
and I hated it more each year:
in summer the light a
violent blur, the heat
thick as a swamp,
the green things fiercely
shoving themselves upwards, the
eyelids bitten by insects
in winter our teeth were brittle
with cold. We fed on squirrels.
At night the house cracked.
In the mornings, we thawed
the bad bread over the stove.
Then we were made successful
and I felt I ought to love
this country.
I said I loved it
and my mind saw double.
I began to forget myself
in the middle of sentences. Events
were split apart
I fought. I constructed
desperate paragraphs of praise, everyone
ought to love it because
and set them up at intervals
due to natural resources, native industry, superior
penitentiaries
we will all be rich and powerful
flat as highway billboards
who can doubt it, look how
fast Belleville is growing
(though it is still no place for an english gentleman)
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Extracts from Surfacing
Surfacing (London: Virago Press, 1979, 2002)
pp. 175-176
The forest leaps upward, enormous, the way it was before they cut it, columns of
sunlight frozen; the boulders float, melt, everything is made of water, even the rocks. In one
of the languages there are no nouns, only verbs held for a longer moment.
The animals have no need for speech, why talk when you are a word.
I lean against a tree, I am a tree leaning.
I break out again into the bright sun and crumple, head against the ground
I am not an animal or a tree, I am the thing in which the trees and animals move and
grow, I am a place
I have to get up, I get up. Through the ground, break surface, I’m standing now; separate
again. I pull the blanket over my shoulders, head forward.
I can hear the jays, crying and crying as if they’ve found an enemy or food. They are
near the cabin, I walk towards them up the hill. I see them in the trees and swooping between
the trees, the air forming itself into birds, they continue to call.
Then I see her. She is standing in front of the cabin, her hand stretched out, she is
wearing her grey leather jacket; her hair is long, down to the shoulder in the style of thirty
years ago, before I was born; she is turned half away from me, I can see only the side of her
face. She doesn’t move, she is feeding them: one perches on her wrist, another on her
shoulder.
I’ve stopped walking. At first I feel nothing except a lack of surprise: that is where
she would be, she has been standing there all along. Then as I watch and it doesn’t change
I’m afraid, I’m cold with fear, I’m afraid it isn’t real, paper doll cut by my eyes, burnt picture,
if I blink she will vanish.

pp. 180-181
He is standing near the fence with his back to me, looking in at the garden. The late afternoon
sunlight falls obliquely between the treetrunks on the hill, down on him, clouding him in an
orange haze, he wavers as if through water.
He has realized he was an intruder; the cabin, the fences, the fires and paths were
violations; now his own fence excludes him, as logic excludes love. He wants it ended, the
borders abolished, he wants the forest to flow back into places his mind cleared: separation.
I say Father.
He turns towards me and it’s not my father. It is what my father saw, the thing you
meet when you’ve stayed here too long alone.
I’m not frightened, it’s too dangerous for me to be frightened of it; it gazes at me for a
time with its yellow eyes, wolf’s eyes, depthless but lambent as the eyes of animals seen at
night in the car headlights. Reflectors. It does not approve of me or disapprove of me, it tells
me it has nothing to tell me, only the fact of itself.
Then its head swings away with an awkward, almost crippled motion: I do not interest
it, I am part of the landscape, I could be anything, a tree, a deer skeleton, a rock.
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I see now that although it isn’t my father it is what my father has become. I knew he
wasn’t dead.
From the lake a fish jumps
An idea of a fish jumps
A fish jumps, carved wooden fish with dots painted on the sides, no, antlered fish
thing drawn in red on cliffstone, protecting spirit. It hangs in the air suspended, flesh turned
to icon, he has changed again, returned to the water. How many shapes can he take.
I watch it for an hour or so; then it drops and softens, the circles widen, it becomes an
ordinary fish again.

p. 186
I watch him, my love for him useless as a third eye or a possibility. If I go with him
we will have to talk, wooden houses are obsolete, we can no longer live in spurious peace by
avoiding each other, the way it was before, we will have to begin. For us it’s necessary, the
intercession of words; and we will probably fail, sooner or later, more or less painfully.
That’s normal, it’s the way it happens now and I don’t know whether it’s worth it or even if I
can depend on him, he may have been sent as a trick. But he isn’t an American, I can see that
now; he isn’t anything, he is only half-formed, and for that reason I can trust him.
To trust is to let go. I tense forward, towards the demands and questions, though my
feet do not move yet.
He calls for me again, balancing on the dock which is neither land nor water, hands
on hips, head thrown back and eyes scanning. His voice is annoyed: he won’t wait much
longer. But right now he waits.
The lake is quiet, the trees surround me, asking and giving nothing.
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